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Summary Report

Background

The earthquake of 25 April 2015 and subsequent aftershocks have had a devastating impact on
Nepal. More than 8,700 people have been killed and 22,000 injured, almost 800, 000 houses
have been fully or partially damaged, and nearly three million people in need of humanitarian
assistance.

The international non-government organizations (INGOs) were among those to quickly respond
to the call of humanitarian assistance, through immediate relief followed by long-term
rehabilitation work. Out of 116 AIN Members, 87 INGOs reported to have contributed to the
relief work. They have been working in the earthquake-affected districts, in coordination with
the District Disaster Management Committees at the district level and in coordination with the
relevant ministries and UN through the cluster mechanisms. The cost of relief and recovery
carried out by the AIN member INGOs adds up to approximately USD 200 million.

Marking the three months, AIN organized an Exhibition and Interaction program. The main
purpose of the program was to showcase the contributions and work of INGOs in relief and
recovery; and to discuss the results, challenges and lessons learned from the first three months
of the relief and recovery. The program took place place from 10.00 am – 1.00 pm on 28 July
2015 at Hotel Himalaya, Lalitpur.

Inauguration

Member Secretary of Social Welfare Council Mr. Ravindra Kumar, the Chief Guest of the event
inaugurated the Exhibition by ringing the bell as a sign of new beginning. In his remarks,
Member Secretary appreciated the effective role played by INGOs during the first phase of relief
and rescue. He added that the Government is grateful towards the INGO efforts. Member
Secretary recommended that AIN should organize a similar yet a bigger, two day Exhibition for
the general public on the SWC Social Service Day in September.

The Exhibition

Out of the 87 Members, 40 Members put up the stall exhibiting their three-month's relief and
rescue efforts in terms of district outreach, beneficiaries, sectorwise intervention, partners,
focus areas, plan for recovery and budget. Around 270 participants attended the Exhibition and
Gallery walk; from AIN Member Organizations, Ministry, NGO Federation, Media, NGO Partner
Organizations, Development Partners, Youth Organizations and Social Science Colleges.

The Interaction

An Interaction session was held with the audience after a brief sharing from the Panelists Sarah
Blin, Vice Chair, Country Director, Handicap International, Ravindra Shakya, Treasurer, Country
Director, Restless Development, David Smith, SC Member, Country Director, Dan Church Aid,
Sanjay Karki, SC Member, Country Director, Mercy Corps, Dr. Prabin Manandhar, SC Member,
Country Director, Lutheran World Federation and Maria Ibragimova, new AIN Member, Country
Director, International Medical Corps. The interaction was moderated by AIN Chair Rajendra
Mulmi.

Results, Challenges and Lessons learned from the post-earthquake relief and
reconstruction
Nepali People's contribution: Appreciated every Nepali People's united effort in coming
together and extending a helping hand in the hour of need. Outstanding and commendable role
of Youth and young volunteers widely acknowledged.
Nepal Government and Ministry's role: Huge appreciation for the support from Nepal Army
and Police.

Sectorwise Achievements: in terms of setting back Education & Health systems, child friendly
spaces, back to school campaigns

Role of Clusters, coordination among UN and INGOs: AIN members came together worked in
close coordination with UN systems. UN standards helped quickly

Community engagement: INGOs worked effectively at the DDRC and VDC levels, taking flexible
approaches
AIN level Coordination: Excellent coordination among Members, sharing of information,
reporting, regular collaboration, tackling issues and challenges through AIN, Integrated
approach, scaling up middle level NGOs, avoiding duplication and creating approaches

Creating opportunities: Early economic recovery from various INGOs coordinating with strong
economic pillar actors, commercial banks for relief efforts. Reviving Market economy that was
shut down, restarting unconditional cash transfers. Cash transfer system using mobile systems
eg. private sector hello paisa
Reviving INGO, NGO and Government relations: INGOs have International scope across the
world for Humanitarian and development works. INGOs are part of NGO movement hence they
are close to the NGOs. INGOs are neither donors nor competition to Government. Government
must be able to formerly own the work done by INGOs. Urge that the government must form
strong partnership with NGO and INGOs to do the reconstruction and recovery work and to
spend the relief amount efficiently.

Linking emergency response to long-term development: To tackle the vicious cycle of
poverty and vulnerability, manmade and natural disaster. The very purpose of INGOs during
disaster is to save lives, hence they have mobilized additional expats and resources since they
bring added value. It is important to link development and relief work on the nexus since there is
a big gap. It should be linked to the empowerment process, increasing voice and self-dignity.
Adjusting to the change of working scenario: after major disaster the whole system turned
upside down, everything changed. INGOs geared up from development work to humanitarian
work. 'Coordination and collaboration' the ethos that shined through at every level
Managing the Influx of external experts: managing the expertise, knowledge skill, energy and
sharing of technical resources

Managing Local Partners: Building capacities and coordinating with local bodies. Community

based organizations instrumental in reviving and restarting local economies

Challenges:
•
•
•
•
•

Disjointed relations with government
Government Guidelines/ directives not being coherent
INGO's role underplayed by Government. Request to encourage government to give more
space to INGOs.
Technical and procedural perspectives
Accessibility of remotest areas for health care and immediate response/ Air drop and
airlift

Concerns, Queries and Recommendations from Audience
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Role of youth should be adequately acknowledged hence they should be provided
opportunities to do more
Government was inefficient, got three months late, hence Sindhupalchowk happened but
who is going to question.
AIN should do Analysis of who did what and monitor the work done by INGOs
Development and Humanitarian work has to be done together so that there is no another
Haiti, initiate integrated approach
There is a huge gap between Media and INGOs, most INGOs say they are transparent but
do not disclose enough information. INGOs think that media is negative and cynical
actually they are critical.
INGOs should be transparent and accountable , disclose the finances
Being part of conflict is opportunity. Government and INGOs should be partners. INGOs
compliment Government work. INGOs work as watchdogs
INGOs have very well coordinated with Government in managing the disaster however
INGOs have given less priority to remotest areas
How does the build back better strategy implement effectively, how does it comply to
Shelter Support for affected family, when the Government and INGO packages are
different
AIN should organize something to bring all the parties together in one platform to discuss
key issues concerning coordination of relief work, relief items so that it is effectively
coordinated in the coming months for reconstruction phase, reducing duplication and
hassles

Views from the Panelists
Engaging with Youth
•

Working with Youth has been the most rewarding thing. Self-mobilization of youth has
been widely appreciated. Youth are not only the future, they are the present. INGOs have
mobilized Youth not just as volunteers but have been encouraged to join for professional
engagement. INGOs would continue to work with the youth as they are the most active
and motivated group who came out on the streets and roubles.

Acknowledgement of Government
•

Government did a marvelous work. Police and Army is government and one should
acknowledge their contribution. The Post Disaster Donor Conference was a huge success.
The DDRCs at districts did excellent work with limited resources.

Role of INGOs
•

None of the INGOs are challenging the sovereignty of the state; they are here to work
together with the government to create a better environment for relief operation. The
development space for INGOs is shrinking. INGOs had proposed solutions to create a
better space but little willingness shown from Government side. One cannot
underestimate the people. For building back better in terms of shelter, INGOs will sit
together with Government and Shelter Clusters to define strategies for rebuilding in a
better way.

Media and INGO Relations
•

Journalists do not do proper fact-finding, makes assumptions without proper homework.
The media and INGO has to understand each other. There is a need to build trust and
need to talk to each other. INGOs are ready to create more platforms to talk. The media
has to come up with more inspiring and hopeful news to rise back again. INGOs are keen
to work with not just the Government but with influential players like media.
Information is there but there needs to have proper communication channels.

Transparency of INGOs
•

INGOs follow very strong accountability mechanisms. Development comes with an
operation cost. People cannot do volunteer work forever. Aid comes with conditionalities.
Aid money is not free money, at times aid gets political and co-opted by foreign affairs.
One has to look into own operation systems. INGOs come with a good will and do not
come to harm. However, doing development work costs money and has to be maintain
quality and certain standards. But one has to ask for and understand the value for money

Conclusion

Rajendra Mulmi concluded the interaction with an assurance that AIN will organize regular
dialogues with wider stakeholders even at regional (district) level for creating an enabling
development space for INGOs in the coming days.

PRESS RELEASE, July 28, 2015
INGOs provide life-saving support to the people affected by the earthquake and contribute to
their long term recovery, says AIN
INGOs, members of the Association of International NGOs in Nepal (AIN) continue to work to address the
needs of the population affected by the earthquake. The support came in response to a request from the
Government of Nepal on April 25th and is provided within the framework of international humanitarian
guidelines.

AIN organized an event to mark three months since the first earthquake. 87 INGOs out of 116
member INGOs of AIN showcased the scale and nature of the response in areas such as food and
non-food distributions, injury rehabilitation, emergency health care, emergency education, shelter,
livelihoods, water and sanitation, in all 14 priority districts and beyond. The event inaugurated by
Rabindra Kumar, Member Secretary, Social Welfare Council started with a gallery walk where visitors went
around the stalls put by INGOs working in the earthquake response. It was followed by an interaction with
the audience on the successes and challenges of the post-earthquake relief and reconstruction. In his opening
remark, Rabindra Kumar acknowledged the role of INGOs post the earthquake and said, “The exhibition is a
part of transparency to showcase the work INGOs have carried out in the relief period and also provides a
platform to learn about each other’s work without duplicating efforts.”

Many INGOs were already on the ground hours after the earthquake. To date INGOs have been able to
attract resources to Nepal for the response that would not have reached here otherwise. The strong local
footing and ties and the global expertise in humanitarian contexts of these organizations helped speed up the
relief to those in need. AIN members delivered their aid through Nepali NGOs and local community groups.
Members collaborated with central and local government, the UN community and the people of Nepal to
deliver timely and appropriate aid. AIN chair Mulmi said, “AIN is committed in making the work of INGOs
transparent and accountable. The relief and reconstruction efforts are undertaken with the approval of the
Social Welfare Council and are reported upon regularly. In addition AIN members are committed to adhering
to the calls made by the Nepal Information Commission regarding Right to Information.”
Speaking on behalf of the INGOs, Rajendra Mulmi, Chair of the Association of International Non-Government
Organizations (AIN) said, “INGOs are working alongside the Nepal government. Member INGOs are working
in coordination with the District Disaster Relief Committee (DDRC), and act as District Lead Agency to help
the DDRC to ensure faster and better delivery of aid. This underscores the government’s confidence in AIN
members. Further, AIN will continue responding to needs of the community as reflected in the Post Disaster
Needs Assessment report developed by donors and government.”
Mulmi acknowledged the role of media: “AIN believes and respects the freedom of the press. We encourage
fact-based analysis from the media on our work, as it helps to improve programming and accountability
towards the Nepali people. We look forward to a constructive and healthy working relationship with the
media fraternity.”
Notes for the editor:
The international non-government organizations (INGOs) were among those to quickly respond to the call of
humanitarian assistance in response to the devastating impact of the earthquake of 25th April. 87 out of 116
INGOs, who are members of the Association of International NGOs in Nepal (AIN), have contributed to
relief work. They have been working in the earthquake-affected districts, in coordination with the District
Disaster Management Committees at the district level and in coordination with the relevant ministries and UN
through the cluster and humanitarian country team mechanisms. Member INGOs have attracted over USD
200 million worth of aid to Nepal so far. Marking the three months, AIN organized an Exhibition and
Interaction program on 28 July 2015. The main purpose of the program was to showcase the contributions
and work of INGOs in relief and recovery; and to discuss the successes and challenges from the first three
months of the relief and recovery.
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